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While wide awake in the middle of the night time (welcome to menopause!), Amy Ferris began chronicling
each one of her funny, sad, hysterical, down and dirty, and raw to the bones tales. Marrying George
Clooney explores a variety of emotions experienced through this life-altering period. From googling aged
boyfriends to researching obscure and fatal illnesses on the internet; from scouting five-superstar spa
destinations to presenting angry, bitter, e-mail exchanges with her brother. She concerns endlessly about
her husband, relies seriously on Ambien, and attempts to set up care via the Internet for her mother (who
has both serious dementia and an enormous love-bubble crush on Jesus Christ)&#151; In this candid
appearance at "the change," Ferris presents a humorous spin on a not-so-funny topic. Along with
fantasizing about marrying George Clooney, Ferris is confronted with various other insomnia-induced
thoughts and activities.all while refraining from smoking cigarettes just one single more cigarette.
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Lovely morsels. Wistful, funny, unfortunate, real and reflective. I purchased this book last summer season
while staying in Northeastern Pennsylvania to look after my very own mother's medical issues. I had
fulfilled Amy at a bar around and enjoyed talking to her. Upon buying the book, I realized fairly quickly that
this will be a go through I would prefer to enjoy slowly. It isn't that. It's a good publication and I am
happy to have go through it. I loved her use of vignette writing design, which made it easy for me to put
the reserve down at certain points therefore i could savor another part later on. I was in Rome the other
day, and had made a decision to save the last part of the reserve for an night time when I would be
sitting in one of my favorite little local joints, enjoying a genuine plate of spaghetti carbonara and a glass of
Chianti. And I hope therapeutic for the writer.), but i didn't recognize that it would hit me in the center
as it would. Posting her story that can compare with this. A beautiful piece of writing, and an ideal
conclusion for the publication. I tried hard never to cry into my panna cotta. Browse it and feel reassured.
There have been many passages in the publication with that i could commiserate and I appreciated her
managing of universal designs of developing into and at night menopause years. Like searching in a (fun
house) mirror. You can always stop reading. Marrying George Clooney . You will fall in love with Amy Ferris..
is not for sissies; it's for the rest of us, so we can squirm with reputation, lament a world that doesn't
get us, snort-laugh at our absurdity, and believe that relief that comes with understanding we are not

alone. Ferris also occurs to create well - a bonus nowadays. So if you need to explore your own Amyness
while enjoying a tender/crusty love story, read this book. It's like chocolate. This reserve got me in tears
at page two of the Intro because I found the words I had been too afraid to say out loud via another
voice. They'll stay with you. Amy Ferris requires a bewildering time in a female’s life and makes it seem less
scary, even more funny, and *survivable*. It simply gets better and better and you also can't bear the
very thought of completing it. There was something extremely vulnerable about it, and sitting there in a
Roman trattoria without any help reading Amy's phrases brought my emotions about my own life and
encounters of days gone by year to the top. One of the best books I've ever read One of the best books
I've ever read.. The Gospel According to Amy If you're a female you borrowed from yourself the treat of
scanning this book. It's a time common to numerous women between the age groups of 50 and 60 yet it
continues to be a mystery to many folks. Amy Ferris exposes the ride for what it is, mostly terrifying but
over before too long. She also lets us into her previous, her marriage, her relationship with her mother and
so much more. That is a fast paced, delightful read. Laugh, cry and commiserate Fantastic memoir! Such a
wonderful celebration of womanhood. I've recommended this book to all my close friends on facebook! I
came across so much common surface with the author, who, with brutal honesty illuminates the truth of
menopausal mania and it's underlying blessing, the reclaiming of a woman's soul! Good read The humor
interspersed with reality holds interest. Here are the random night time musings of somebody piecing
together items of past and present while working through her problems. Sigh. As a mid-life, early peri-
menopausal first time mom of a child, I was longing for some side-splitting rest from this reserve. Her life
requires many twists and turns. Like the majority of of humanity. I particularly liked the end. It had been
touching, searing, hard and real. She arises to the event and we have been left happy to possess read this
book. Try it. I'm so pleased I'm not Amy Ferris, except when I am, which is when I'm becoming bold,
courageous, outrageous, and deeply, scary honest. Will recommend to fellow visitors! Thank you, Amy Ferris,
for bringing tears and pleasure in the same chapter, for eliciting the full range of emotions and carrying it
out without being cloying or obvious. Mainly it made me think, ruminate and obtain depressed that is not
what I needed from this book. Some bits will make you smile. The highs and lows of life when you decide to

live it authentically are explored in great detail and color I could certainly appreciate Amy Ferris's honesty
about factors that a lot of us think and feel but are afraid to put in writing, speak out loud as well as
admit to ourselves that we idea it. The highs and lows of life when you decide to live it authentically are
explored in great details and color. This book is NOT that funny. The reviews are better than the book and



misleading. I possibly could self associate. Some of what Dolly Parton's personality in Steel Magnolias known
as "laughter through tears". So that's just what I did. I liked the format. Mainly involving her mom's illness
and their past romantic relationship. It really is poignant, heartfelt and touching. I acquired anticipated the
subject matter (no spoilers right here - buy the book! But it isn't hilarious by any means.!! It might be that
I've lost my sense of humor. Wonder if Amazon offers a funny bone… A fast, relatable read. She plucks the
reality from the collective thoughts of all women and speaks it with humor, vulnerability and verve. Her
story has experience by many... I loved this book, the perfect read for my 10th anniversary trip with my
hubby, both of us in our 50s and lastly settling into a thing that feels almost golden. Since we had been on
the airplane, I mouthed "later" and returned to my immersion in the emotionally rollicking and terrifyingly
close to truth occasions. When I laughed uncontrollably, which was often, my husband looked over with an
elevated eyebrow. I worked well my way through this book like a bowl of popcorn, the kind with plenty of
butter and salt, exactly the accompaniment to the pains, sorrows, laughs, and intrigue unrolling before my
eye.! Read This Book! Amy Ferris is an incredible article writer and the dearest of souls. I was completed
before I knew it and left with a wistful notion there could be more. I enjoy this girl and her words. Great
Job Amy This book was well written and absolutely catches the true flavor of 2 medical issues that can
feel confusing and chaotic when you go through them. I found myself in tears, doubled over in laughter

scanning this book. I am recommending it to my reserve club! CONGRATS Amy! She writes a raw, intimate,
honest and incredibly funny reserve in nightly passages about what it means to go through menopause.
Marrying George Clooney is really as funny as it is heartbreaking—just like life Sometimes, you are at a
stage in your life where you think you must end up being utterly losing it and you also don’t actually
recognize yourself. Especially chocolates. And that is a classic gift. But these phrases won't be gone .
Marrying George Clooney is really as funny since it is heartbreaking—exactly like life. Brilliant.
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